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Sexual Fluidity
2008

is love blind when it comes to gender for women it just might be this unsettling and original book offers a radical new understanding of the context
dependent nature of female sexuality lisa m diamond argues that for some women love and desire are not rigidly heterosexual or homosexual but fluid
changing as women move through the stages of life various social groups and most important different love relationships this perspective clashes with
traditional views of sexual orientation as a stable and fixed trait but that view is based on research conducted almost entirely on men diamond is the
first to study a large group of women over time she has tracked one hundred women for more than ten years as they have emerged from adolescence
into adulthood she summarizes their experiences and reviews research ranging from the psychology of love to the biology of sex differences sexual
fluidity offers moving first person accounts of women falling in and out of love with men or women at different times in their lives for some gender
becomes irrelevant i fall in love with the person not the gender say some respondents sexual fluidity offers a new understanding of women s sexuality
and of the central importance of love

Shameless Propositions
2010

originally published in 1984 the history of sex in the last 100 years has usually been written as a story of progress from repression to sexual liberation
this book argues that the reverse is true demonstrating that the sexual revolution came as a backlash to a women s movement which challenged men
s sexual abuse and tried to reconstruct male sexuality in women s interest at first it looks at those groups at the turn of the twentieth century who
campaigned to challenge prevailing ideas about sexual behaviour it moves on to review the work of the most influential sexologists ellis kinsey masters
and johnson and then presents a critical analysis of the sex magazine forum

Pictures of Women
1984

this cutting edge two volume set with contributions by distinguished and internationally recognized scholars provides a comprehensive picture of
contemporary issues in the field of women s sexuality emphasizing women s diversity and international perspectives the multifaceted field of women s
sexuality has expanded as a field of inquiry over the last 25 years to encompass a wide range of new perspectives theories topics findings and
controversies the chapters in this work review and question the utility of standard sexuality frameworks addressing purely biological models
heteronormative definitions of sexuality and others and provide new insights and approaches to understanding women s sexuality the intersectional
and contextual nature of women s sexuality and how it is inextricably connected to women s relational social economic and cultural contexts is
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highlighted the essential handbook of women s sexuality includes in depth coverage of a wide range of women s sexuality topics including sexual
desire and satisfaction sexuality in relationships development across the lifespan sexuality concerns in diverse countries pornography lesbian bisexual
and transgender women women from diverse backgrounds health and sexuality reconceptualizations of women s sexual problems trauma rape and
intimate partner violence and mental health and therapy these volumes can serve as a resource for students researchers and anyone seeking a greater
understanding of women s sexuality

Women--sex and Sexuality
1980

a good deal of discussion of homosexuality male and female p thorslev

The Sexuality Papers
2019-01-17

this book examines evolving pop culture representations of sex and relationships from the 1970s onwards to demonstrate parallels between the
strength of the feminist movement and positive portrayals of women s sexuality in charting changes in the sex and relationship content of women s
magazines over time this analysis reveals that despite surface level changes in sexual and relationship content the underlying paradigm of hetero
monogamy remains unchanged despite a seemingly more diverse empowered and liberated sexuality for women in contemporary magazines in reality
such feminist rhetoric masks an enduring model of sexuality which rests on women s sexual and emotional maintenance of male partners and their
own self objectification and self surveillance where substantive changes can be identified they rise and fall in tandem with feminism by demonstrating
this empirical relationship between cultural products and feminist organising the book validates an assumption that has rarely been tested that a
feminist social milieu improves cultural narratives about sexuality for women sex feminism and lesbian desire builds on ground breaking feminist texts
such as susan faludi s backlash to present an empirically focused comprehensive study interrogating changes in content over the lifetime of women s
magazines by charting the representation of sex and relationships in two women s magazines cosmopolitan and cleo since the 1970s through an
analysis of over 6 500 magazine pages and 1 500 articles this timely work interrogates and ultimately complicates the apparent linear progression of
feminism this book is suitable for researchers and students in women s and gender studies queer studies lgbt studies media studies cultural studies
and sociology

The Essential Handbook of Women's Sexuality
2013-01-24
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why do many women like lesbian sex how do women make love how many women are gay how do i connect with other lesbian women carol booth s
background in the fields of law counseling and medicine gives her a unique ability to see lesbian sexuality in its contemporary cultural context her
down to earth approach has produced a book that will be helpful not only to women who may be considering a same sex encounter but to any woman
who wants to know more abour her sexuality and herself the chapters orgasm and difficulty with sex will be useful to all women experiencing difficulty
the author also explores woman s bodies and women s sexuality including new information about the clitoris lesbian history culture and courage what
exactly lesbians do sexual health orgasm masturbation and fantasy and coming to terms with lesbian sexual identity more than a sex manual for
lesbian women this book looks at women s sexuality and provides an accessible and straightforward guide to sexual enjoyment and self intimacy
woman to woman is also a valuable resource for professionals from a wide range of disciplines

Pleasure and Danger
1984

how do bisexual women lead their lives are they monogamous celibate involved in multiple relationships are they young old black white married single
living as lesbians how their partners feel about their sexuality how open can they be with their children colleagues friends and families and what has
led them to identify in this way in sue george s pioneering study the first full length book on bisexual women to have appeared in the uk 150 women
from a range of backgrounds and age groups tell what it s like to be bisexual their experiences including seven long and frank interviews are placed
against an examination of the theories developed about bisexuality from the late nineteenth century to the present day a discussion of the often
fraught relationship between bisexuality and feminism and an analysis of why it has suited society to ignore bisexuality and to pigeonhole everyone
into the categories of heterosexual or homosexual a valuable contribution to our knowledge about sexuality women and bisexuality paints a vivid
picture of how bisexual women live today and asks how bisexuality as a political and social identity might be constructed in the future

On the Social Construction of Female Sexuality
1978

sexuality and sexual politics have been much debated over the last 20 years feminists in particular have been responsible for politicising the debate
pointing out how something that is usually regarded as private and personal is in fact a public and political issue the very title of this book signals the
debt owed by feminists to kate millett whose pioneering work in the field was first published in 1969 the arguments and debates have moved on since
then and heterosexuality in particular can no longer be taken for granted and must along with other forms of sexuality be explicitly addressed
discussing sexuality in a diverse range of contexts from hetero sensibilities on the oprah winfrey show to women warriors in the gulf war hetero sexual
politics illustrates the diversity and excitement of debates about sexuality in women s studies and feminism today and points to new paths for feminist
analysis thinking and action
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The Sexuality of Women
1970

this pioneering collection explores the ways in which positive pleasure focused approaches to sexuality can empower women gender and development
has tended to engage with sexuality only in relation to violence and ill health although this has been hugely important in challenging violence against
women over emphasizing these negative aspects has dovetailed with conservative ideologies that associate women s sexualities with danger and fear
on the other hand the media the pharmaceutical industry and pornography more broadly celebrate the pleasures of sex in ways that can be just as
oppressive often implying that only certain types of people young heterosexual able bodied hiv negative are eligible for sexual pleasure women
sexuality and the political power of pleasure brings together challenges to these strictures and exclusions from both the south and north of the globe
with examples of activism advocacy and programming which use pleasure as an entry point it shows how positive approaches to pleasure and sexuality
can enhance equality and empowerment for all

Sex, Feminism and Lesbian Desire in Women’s Magazines
2020-09-14

first published in 1987 from the 1870 s to the 1920 s feminists actively campaigned against men s sexual abuse of women this collection brings
together the major articles which fuelled the feminist campaigns and helped to bring about significant reforms

Woman to Woman
2021-08-19

is heterosexual sex inherently damaging to women is it possible for women to enjoy sensuality and pleasure with men that does not increase male
power lynne segal s unflinching examination of feminist thinking on sexuality over the past twenty five years tackles these questions head on only two
decades ago politically aware women often declared themselves both sexual liberationists and feminists their right to sexual fulfillment symbolized
their right to selfhood however the most positive women s writing on female sexuality in recent years has come primarily from the lesbian community
segal addresses the silence of heterosexual feminists on questions of sex and love and notes the shift toward sexual conservatism she looks at the
trends that followed sixties radicalism sex as a subversive activity the liberated orgasm sex advice literature gender uncertainties queer politics
antipornography campaigns and the rise of the moral right
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Women and Bisexuality
1993

changing narratives of sexuality examines the tensions and contradictions in constructions of gender sexuality and women s empowerment in the
various narrations of sexuality told by and about women from storytelling to women s engagement with state institutions stories of unmarried women
and ageing women a sex scandal and narrations of religious influence on women s subjectivities and sexualities this impressive collection explores
sexuality in a wide range of national contexts in the global south the authors analyse what scope exists for women to subvert repressive norms and
conceptions of heterosexuality interweaving rich contextual detail with theoretical concerns

(Hetero)sexual Politics
1995

take a new look at women s sexuality this fascinating book looks at the wide ranging therapeutic social and political implications of the new paradigm
of women s sexuality international in scope and multidisciplinary in approach a new view of women s sexual problems examines the theoretical and
practical effects of the landmark document produced by the working group on a new view of women s sexuality the book brings together gender theory
psychology social science and medicine in a powerful cultural critique of the reigning medical approach to women s sexual health international experts
from india costa rica israel the us and many other cultures place this revolutionary idea in cultural and political context as well as extrapolating fresh
new treatment options for dealing with women s sexual problems a new view of women s sexual problems analyzes the new paradigm s implications in
many fields including family medicine couples counseling for straight and lesbian partners std prevention and sexual health issues sex therapy sex
education feminist theory developmental psychology

Women, Sexuality and the Political Power of Pleasure
2013-06-13

moving beyond a traditional focus on sexual functioning this book emphasizes the complex interaction of psychological social cultural and biological
influences on womens s sense of themselves as sexual beings written for practitioners and educators its goal is to challenge contradictory messages
and meanings that cause many women to feel disconnected from their bodies and from their needs and desires themes explored include the
development of sexual awareness and sexuality in childhood and adolescence the critical sexual choices of young adulthood and the multiple
transitions characterizing the middle and later years of life the book features creative exercises and interventions to help girls and women construct
more affirming sexual meanings
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The Sexuality Debates
2013-11-05

while sexual violence is an area that is well mapped by feminist scholarship this volume focuses on transgresive and marginalised sexualities it brings
together writings on india that highlight the transgression of norms of heterosexuality of geminist and mascline behaviour of recognisably gendered
bodies that declare ungovermed desire to be illegitinate sexualities also includes a selection of campaign documents from diverse sexuality
movements in the country

Straight Sex
2015-01-27

an exploration of sexuality and gender in renaissance art literature and society

Changing Narratives of Sexuality
2014-04-10

this book focuses on the ideas of emma goldman as they relate to the centrality of sexuality and reproduction and as such are relevant to the current
feminist debates book jacket

A New View of Women's Sexual Problems
2001

this cutting edge two volume set with contributions by distinguished and internationally recognized scholars provides a comprehensive picture of
contemporary issues in the field of women s sexuality emphasizing women s diversity and international perspectives

Women's Sexuality Across the Life Span
2003-06-09

a provocative elegantly written analysis of female desire consent and sexuality in the age of metoo women are in a bind in the name of consent and
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empowerment they must proclaim their desires clearly and confidently yet sex researchers suggest that women s desire is often slow to emerge and
men are keen to insist that they know what women and their bodies want meanwhile sexual violence abounds how can women in this environment
possibly know what they want and why do we expect them to in this elegant searching book spanning science and popular culture pornography and
literature debates on me too consent and feminism katherine angel challenges our assumptions about women s desire why she asks should they be
expected to know their desires and how do we take sexual violence seriously when not knowing what we want is key to both eroticism and personhood
in today s crucial moment of renewed attention to violence and power angel urges that we remake our thinking about sex pleasure and autonomy
without any illusions about perfect self knowledge only then will we fulfil michel foucault s teasing promise in 1976 that tomorrow sex will be good
again

A Women's History of Sex
1987

contains 1684 references to literature printed in english during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries includes books pamphlets and periodical articles
emphasis on professional literature in medicine psychiatry sociology history and women s studies excludes popular literature and biographies
chronological and topical arrangement entries give bibliographical information and detailed annotations author title subject indexes

Sexualities
2007

this cutting edge two volume set with contributions by distinguished and internationally recognized scholars provides a comprehensive picture of
contemporary issues in the field of women s sexuality emphasizing women s diversity and international perspectives

Sexuality and Gender in Early Modern Europe
1993-08-05

originally written in the 1990s this book remains a key resource for women in heterosexual marriages who discover or are coming to terms with their
lesbianism or bisexuality this classic edition includes a new foreword from ann northrop veteran journalist activist and co host of gay usa that reflects
on the changes in language intersectionality and understandings of gender since first publication celebrating 25 years since first publication this book
shares the author s personal story as well as the descriptive experience of others to provide validation and empowerment to multitudes of women in
their search for their true identities the author gives women ways in which to structure and restructure their lives and their families after they realize
their samegender sexuality chapters consider questions such as how women make this discovery reactions from loved ones and the outcomes for
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marriages and families updated throughout with contemporary understandings of sexuality and gender as well as updated language this book includes
a wealth of information fresh narratives and stories offering insight into women s experiences across the country this is an essential read for women
and their partners who are discovering their true identity as well as therapists helping professionals and students of women s studies gender studies
sexuality studies and lgbtq studies programs

Sex Is...
2021

covering a wide variety of subjects and points of inquiry on women s sexuality from genital anxieties about pubic hair to constructions of the body in
the therapy room this book offers a ground breaking examination of women sex and madness drawing from psychology gender and sexuality studies
and cultural studies breanne fahs argues that women s sexuality embodies a permanent state of tension between cultural impulses of destruction and
selfishness contrasted with the fundamental possibilities of subversiveness and joy emphasizing cultural social and personal narratives about sexuality
fahs asks readers to imagine sex bodies and madness as intertwined and to see these narratives as fluid contested and changing with topics as diverse
as anarchist visions of sexual freedom sexualized emotion work lesbian haunted houses and the insidious workings of capitalism fahs conceptualizes
sexuality as a force of regressive moral panics and profound inequalities deployed in both blatant and more subtle ways onto the body while also
finding hope and resistance in the possibilities of sexuality by integrating clinical case studies cultural studies qualitative interviews and original essays
fahs offers a provocative new vision for sexuality that fuses together social anxieties and cultural madness through a critical feminist psychological
approach fahs provides an original and accessible volume for students and academics in psychology gender and sexuality studies and cultural studies

Emma Goldman
1993

outstanding feminist scholars present seldom discussed women s views of sexuality in the past there has been little feminist discussion among
sexuality professionals and between feminist therapists and sex therapists the valuable ideas expressed by the contributors to this book are aimed at
increasing the possibilities for all therapists and counselors to discuss with their clients the nature of sexuality and in particular what women feel about
sex professionals provide remarkable perspectives on issues that concern all women orgasm the double standard new reproductive options intimacy
bisexuality and more

The Essential Handbook of Women's Sexuality
2013
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get a global perspective on bisexuality from a women s viewpoint women and bisexuality a global perspective reflects the growing contribution
bisexuals and especially bisexual women make to queer culture on an international level this unique book presents a collection of thoughtful essays
studies and reviews that combine to help develop a language that reflects the reality of bisexuality from a feminine feminist viewpoint authors map the
inroads made by bisexual studies into conventional disciplines including anthropology sociology health literature film history and biography and
analyze the situations of bisexual women in areas as diverse as france north america germany australia and africa the rich and varied contributions to
women and bisexuality a global perspective track the spread of bisexuality from the urban and metropolitan centers of gay culture to more peripheral
areas as the movement becomes more and more hospitable to transnational and transcultural people the book s main themes bisexuality s ability to
disrupt categories and the resulting feeling of alienation many bisexuals experience are manifested in approaches that include critical theory
deconstruction textual analysis cognitive psychology personal essay review essay reportage and qualitative study topics addressed include the impact
of feminism and women s communities on the appearance of bisexual women multi sexual relationships as border existence in australia a south african
perspective on bisexuality understanding bisexuality s invisibility lillian hellmann s bisexual fantasies and much more women and bisexuality a global
perspective follows bisexuality to the crossroads of academics and activism presenting a wide scope of refreshing and insightful thought that reflects
more than an identity or practice the diverse mix of ideas is an essential read for anyone interested in literature on sexuality

Tomorrow Sex Will Be Good Again
2022-02-08

juffer demonstrates how women s consumption of erotica and porn for their own pleasure can be empowering while simultaneously reinforcing
conservative ideals she shows for instance how the victoria s secret catalog functions as a kind of pornography whose popularity is enhanced by both
its reliance on victorian themes of secrecy and privacy and by its appeals to the pleasures of modern career women in her pursuit to understand what
women like and how they get it juffer delves into adult cable channels erotic literary anthologies sex therapy guides cyberporn masturbation and sex
toys showing the degrees to which these materials have been domesticated for home consumption

Women and Sexuality in America
1984

hard to get is a powerful and intimate examination of the sex and love lives of the most liberated women in history twenty something american women
who have had more opportunities more positive role models and more information than any previous generation drawing from her years of experience
as a researcher and a psychotherapist leslie c bell takes us directly into the lives of young women who struggle to negotiate the complexities of sexual
desire and pleasure and to make sense of their historically unique but contradictory constellation of opportunities and challenges in candid interviews
bell s subjects reveal that despite having more choices than ever they face great uncertainty about desire sexuality and relationships ground breaking
and highly readable hard to get offers fascinating insights into the many ways that sex love and satisfying relationships prove surprisingly elusive to
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these young women as they navigate the new emotional landscape of the 21st century

The Essential Handbook of Women's Sexuality
2013

introduction women and sexology knowledge possibilities and problematic legacies the emergence of sexology in early twentieth century germany as
natural as eating drinking and sleeping redefining the female sex challenging the limits of sex envisioning new gendered subjectivities and sexualities
troubling normal taking on patriarchy criticizing male hetero sexuality the erotics of racial regeneration eugenics maternity and sexual new social and
moral values will have to prevail negotiating crisis and opportunity in the first world war fluid gender rigid sexuality constrained potential in the post
war period

Married Women Who Love Women
2023-06-29

this volume offers readers an in depth understanding of women s sexuality around the world bringing to light a history that is often suppressed

Women, Sex, and Madness
2019-07-22

and we see the emergence that followed of the idealized domesticated and sentimentalized nuclear family centered around the mother and the
concurrent vilification or mockery of the older unmarried woman which continues to the present banner provides new perspective on such subjects as
goddess young god stories in ancient religions witchcraft menopause changes in male and female dress the rise of the grandmother as a social type
and affectionate and erotic relationships through history particularly between older women and younger men she contemplates the mature women
portrayed in high and popular art from penelope in the odyssey and the wife of bath in the canterbury tales to norma desmond in sunset boulevard she
writes about attempts over the centuries to mute the voices of older women and about those who could not be silenced from sappho to elizabeth i from
the women of france s eighteenth century salons to nineteenth century reformers and twentieth century writers

Women and Sex Therapy
1988
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in eleven acute and widely ranging essays irigaray reconsiders the question of female sexuality in a variety of contexts that are relevant to current
discussion of feminist theory and practice

Women and Bisexuality
2013-09-13

At Home with Pornography
1998

Women Sexuality Culture
1996

Hard to Get
2013-03-08

Sexual Politics and Feminist Science
2018-02-15

Women and Sexuality
2022-12-06
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2000
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1992
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1985
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